YOU MAKE THE DIFFERENCE
Your Dartmouth College Fund gift has an impact on current students every day. Alumni gifts provide financial aid to nearly half of Dartmouth undergraduates each year, including more than 500 who are the first in their families to attend college.

Dartmouth is now is one of only seven U.S. colleges or universities to offer need-blind admissions to all undergraduate applicants while meeting 100 percent of demonstrated need, regardless of citizenship—and we’ve eliminated the requirement for student loans from all financial aid awards.

Your contribution to financial aid is an investment in students. Help change a life, make your Dartmouth College Fund gift today.

FROM THE CLASS OF 2027
14.3% Are international citizens
13.9% Are among the first generation in their families to attend college
57% Amount of undergraduates on financial aid
54 Countries with students receiving financial aid
$68K Amount of average grant
$149M* Estimated amount of aid to be awarded in the 2023-2024 academic year

* Fiscal year 2022.
** Dartmouth has eliminated loans from its financial aid packages. Families may still choose to utilize outside federal loans as a means of funding their expected contribution.

SOURCES OF FINANCIAL AID*
- Dartmouth from Dartmouth-provided financial aid—endowment and DCF
- Scholarships from outside scholarships (National Merit, Rotary, etc.); two federal scholarship programs; and one state scholarship program
- Loans** from outside loans (Stafford, Perkins, and others)
- DCF from gifts through the Dartmouth College Fund and other allocations
- Endowment from the College’s endowed scholarship funds and other allocations
- Work-study from work-study opportunities arranged by the Student Employment Office

*estimated total amount for all current undergraduate classes.